The Spice Trade

So...we know all about the Spice Trade and why explorers were exploring right? Now, let’s have a look at what we’re talking about! You have five (5) spices to investigate. Touch, smell but please DO NOT EAT. Use the iPad to find out where each spice came from and what it was used for. Add it to your world map of The Spice Trade.

Black Peppercorns
Smells like: strong
Comes from: South East Asia
Used for: Food

Cinnamon
Smells like: Sweet, strong
Comes from: North America
Used for: Desert

Nutmeg
Smells like: Sower
Comes from:
Used for:

Paprika
Smells like: Pizza Shopes
Comes from: South America
Used for: Cooking

Turmeric
Smells like: Dust
Comes from: India
Used for: Cooking